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Abstract
This paper is concerned with on-line scheduling algorithms for merging streams in a video-on-
demand system so as to minimize the server bandwidth. We present the 0rst algorithm that has
a constant competitive factor (precisely, 5). Our algorithm, unlike previous ones, is not limited
to the scenario where clients are equipped with large bu3er and client receiving bandwidth. It
remains 5-competitive in all settings of bu3er size and receiving bandwidth. Technically speaking,
our algorithm is based on a novel observation that the behavior of any schedule can be modeled
by a rectilinear (binary) tree on a grid. This observation eases the analysis of our algorithm as
well as the optimal algorithm.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper studies an on-line scheduling problem arising from video-on-demand
(VOD) systems. A VOD system often receives many requests for a hot video over
a short period of time (say, Friday 7 P.M.–9 P.M.). If the video server uses a dedi-
cated video stream to serve each request, the bandwidth requirement for the server
becomes enormous. A simple alternative is to batch [1,8,10] the requests so that a
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Fig. 1. (a) At time 0, client B is served by a new stream Y ; (b) at time 1, client A arrives. A is served by
another new stream X , and it simultaneously bu3ers data from Y ; and (c) at time 2, X terminates. A plays
back using the content of its bu3er and continues further bu3ering from Y . Assume the video comprises
120 time units. The total bandwidth for serving both clients is reduced from 240 to 121.
single stream is issued to serve requests arriving over a period of time; however, this
increases the response time substantially.
Stream merging is a commonly used approach to reduce the bandwidth requirement
without sacri0cing the response time. There are two models to enable stream merg-
ing: skimming is based on the hardware architecture that each client is equipped with
extra bu3er and can receive data from two streams simultaneously [7,13,15,18], and
piggybacking is based on the alteration of the play rate of the streams [2,14,16]. The
deviation of the play rate cannot be too large and this limits the amount of bandwidth
that can be saved by the piggybacking model (see e.g. [7]). In this paper, the stream
merging model in concern is skimming. In its simplest setting, stream merging works
as follows. A client initially receives data from a dedicated stream X for immediate
playback. At a certain time, the client may start to bu3er data simultaneously from an-
other stream Y initiated  time units earlier than X (due to another client). Note that
Y is  units ahead of X . After listening to both X and Y for  time units, the client
no longer needs X as it can play back the next  time units using the data in its bu3er,
while further bu3ering data from Y simultaneously. Hence, X may terminate now and
clients of X all switch to Y . In this case, we say that X merges with Y . Note that Y it-
self may later merge with another earlier stream. The stream merging technique allows
more than one client to be eventually served using only one full stream, thus saving the
bandwidth of the server. Fig. 1 shows an example illustrating how bandwidth is saved.
Note that the above example assumes that a client has an extra bu3er to store up
to  units of video and can receive data simultaneously from two streams. The latter
means that the client has a receiving bandwidth at least twice the minimum bandwidth
required for playback only. As observed by many researchers (e.g., [4,12,13]), clients
in reality may have only limited extra bandwidth and bu3er. That is, a stream merging
system is in general characterized by two positive integer parameters (; ) with the
meaning that every client has extra bandwidth to receive a unit of video in w units of
time and a bu3er storing up to  units of video. Note that a bigger w means smaller
extra bandwidth. For instance, the example in Fig. 1 assumes that =1.
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Fig. 2. Three schedules for merging four streams with a total bandwidth of 26, 26 and 23, respectively.
They illustrate that sometimes it is more bene0cial for a stream to delay merging. (a) X , Y and Z merge
with W in turn. The total bandwidth is 26. (b) X delays the merging with W ; Y delays the merging with
X ; and Z merges with Y , X and then W . The total bandwidth is 26. (c) X merges with W ; Y delays the
merging with W ; and Z merges with Y , which then merges with W . The total bandwidth is 23.
The stream merging problem is to 0nd an on-line algorithm to determine for each
existing stream whether to continue to run or merge with an earlier stream. Such an
algorithm operates without the knowledge about future requests and the goal is to min-
imize the total bandwidth used by the server, i.e., the total duration of all streams. We
analyze the worst-case performance of an on-line algorithm using competitive analysis
[5]. An on-line algorithm is said to be c-competitive if, for any sequence I of inputs, it
uses at most c times the bandwidth used by the optimal o3-line scheduling algorithm
for serving I . In this case, the competitive ratio of the algorithm is said to be at most c.
At 0rst glance, the stream merging problem might look simple. One might expect
that every stream should simply merge with an earlier stream as soon as possible.
Fig. 2 shows an example illustrating that in some case it may be more bene0cial for
a stream to delay merging; also, merging with the nearest stream may not yield the
optimal schedule.
Previous results: Stream merging was 0rst studied in a restricted form known as
patching [6,15,17] or tapping [7], in which a stream is allowed to merge with a full
stream only (the latter will not further merge with other streams). Eager et al. [11,13]
are the 0rst to study cascaded merging of streams. They focused on the typical set-
ting with =1 and =‘=2, where ‘ is the length of a full stream, and suggested
on-line algorithms that perform well empirically. Recently, Bar-Noy and Ladner [4]
initiated the study of worst-case performance, showing that simple algorithms like best
0t and nearest 0t are indeed (n= log n)-competitive, where n is the number of re-
quests. More importantly, they gave an on-line algorithm with competitive ratio at
most min{log n; log(1=2D)}+O(1), where =(1+
√
5)=2, and D¡1 is the guaran-
teed start-up delay measured as a fraction of the time for a full stream. Note that the
Bar-Noy–Ladner algorithm is still based on the setting with =1 and =‘=2. Actually
these algorithms still work if ¿‘=2. But in general, when ¿1 and/or ¡‘=2, only
empirical results have been known [12]. Whether there exists a worst-case performance
guarantee for a general setting (; ) has been an open problem [4].
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Our result: In this paper we present the 0rst on-line algorithm for stream merging
that has a constant competitive ratio (precisely, 5). In other words, the performance
guarantee does not deteriorate even if there are many requests and the start-up delay
is required to be very small. More interestingly, our work resolves the open prob-
lem for general setting in the aJrmative as our algorithm remains 5-competitive for
all combinations of bu3er size and extra bandwidth. Our result is based on a novel
observation that stream merging in an optimal schedule cannot happen at arbitrary
time and the behavior of any scheduler can be modeled by rectilinear trees on a
grid. Such an observation eases the analysis of our algorithm as well as the optimal
algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the preliminaries
and Section 3 de0nes the binary merge tree representation which models merging
schedules. In Sections 4 and 5, we show how to handle some special request sequences.
Then in Section 6, we generalize our result to arbitrary request sequences. Finally, we
give some remarks in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries
We assume that time is divided into intervals of unit length; each unit can be
arbitrarily small. Requests arriving within the same interval are treated as a single
request as they can all be served by multicasting one stream. At any time when a
request arrives, a new stream is initiated immediately to serve the request. A stream
is said to be a partial stream if it terminates before the end; otherwise it is a full
stream. Given a sequence of requests arriving at di3erent times, a schedule speci0es
for every stream initiated whether the stream merges with an earlier stream, and if so,
when and with which stream it will merge. In our discussion, we distinguish two costs
of a schedule. The full cost is the total duration of all the streams in the schedule, i.e.,
the bandwidth used by all the streams, and the partial cost is the total duration of all
the partial streams in the schedule. An optimal schedule is one with the minimum full
cost. For any schedule S, we denote by f(S) and p(S) the full cost and partial cost
of S, respectively.
Below we review some basic concepts of stream merging that have been discussed
in the literature [4,11,13]. For a stream X to merge with another stream Y initiated
 time units earlier, a necessary condition is that the client bu3er size is at least .
Suppose after X merges with Y , Y further merges with another stream Z initiated ′
time units before Y . This means that clients of X , after switching to Y , is required to
further bu3er Z and eventually listen solely to Z via a bu3er of size  + ′. Thus,
a necessary condition for Y to merge with Z is that the client bu3er size is at least
 + ′. Another concern of such cascaded merges is that clients of Y cannot start
bu3ering Z until the merging of X with Y is completed; otherwise, clients of X , while
listening to X , have to bu3er more than one stream (i.e., Y and Z) simultaneously.
In general, a sequence of cascaded merges can happen only if the client bu3er size is
at least the maximum initiation delay among the streams involved. Also, each merge
must be completed before the next one starts.
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Next, we turn to the general setting. Let  and  denote the client extra bandwidth
and bu3er size, respectively. Note that both parameters are measured in terms of time
units; in particular,  is the number of time units required to receive an extra unit
of video. Consider two streams X and Y such that Y is initiated  time units earlier
than X . Suppose clients of X start to bu3er data from Y at time t. Then X can merge
with Y at time t +  (see [12] for details of the bu3ering scheme). At time t + ,
Y should have played at least  +  but no more than ‘ units; thus, 6‘=(1 +
). As mentioned earlier, we require that ¿ no matter X merges with Y directly
or through a sequence of merges. Thus, a necessary condition for X to merge with
Y is that 6min{; ‘=(1 + )}. We say that a request sequence is compact if the
last request arrives within K= min{; ‘=(1 + )} time units from the 0rst request. 3
Note that among the streams initiated for a compact request sequence, it is feasible
for any stream to merge with another stream through a sequence of one or more
merges.
In Sections 3–5, we derive a 3-competitive on-line algorithm for handling compact
request sequences. Then in Section 6, we show that a greedy approach can extend this
algorithm to handle general request sequences.
3. Representation of schedules
In this section we show, under the assumption that the request sequence is compact,
some interesting properties of the optimal schedules. This allows us to con0ne to
schedules that satisfy these properties and represent such schedules using a simple
model called binary merge trees (BMT’s).
In Section 3.1 we give the de0nition of BMT’s, and in Section 3.2 we consider
binary merge trees that are “embeddable” on a special grid. Binary merge trees or
embeddable binary merge trees cannot represent all possible schedules for a com-
pact request sequence. For example, they cannot model two or more streams merge
with another stream at the same time. Nevertheless, in Section 3.3 we show that
every optimal schedule can be represented by a BMT that is embedded on a spe-
cial grid. In Sections 4 and 5 we will give an on-line algorithm which produces
a schedule represented by such a BMT and compare its performance with an
optimal BMT.
3.1. Binary merge trees
BMT’s attempt to model the occurrences of merging and the status of individual
streams. This is in contrast to the merge trees used by Bar-Noy and Ladner [4], which
model the relationship among the streams. On the other hand, BMT’s are more re-
stricted as they can only model schedules in which all streams except the 0rst one
3 Compact request sequences are a generalization of a similar notion in the work of Bar-Noy and Ladner
[4], which considers the setting with =1, =‘=2, and K=‘=2.
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Fig. 3. Suppose =1, =11 and ‘=25. (a) a binary merge tree T involving seven streams. Note that the
label of an edge e is (se; de); and (b) The rectilinear drawing of T . Note that the length of an edge e
equals de.
merge with another stream eventually and every merging is binary in nature (i.e., no
two or more streams merge with another stream at the same time).
Consider any compact request sequence I . A BMT for I is a rooted, ordered binary
tree satisfying the structural property that for any internal node u that has out-degree
one, its only son must be the left son and u is the right son of its parent (or u is
the root). The leaves have an one-one correspondence with the streams initiated for
individual requests of I . Fig. 3(a) gives an example.
In a binary merge tree, leaves model the status of individual streams and internal
nodes model the occurrences of merging. Precisely, every edge e represents a stream se
running for a duration of de time units. If e is adjacent to a leaf, then se is the stream
associated with the leaf. Otherwise, we denote v as the endpoint of e that is farther
away from the root, and se is the same as the stream associated with the left edge of
v. The lifespan of a stream s is represented by a path starting from the corresponding
leaf up to and including the 0rst edge that is the right edge of some node or adjacent
to the root. The total duration of s is the total durations of all the edges on this path.
To ease our discussion, we de0ne, for any node w on this path, d(s; w) to be the sum
of the durations over the edges from the leaf up to w. The leftmost path of the tree
corresponds to the 0rst stream, which does not merge with any other stream. The total
duration of this stream is exactly ‘.
An internal node u with two sons represents the occurrence of a merging as fol-
lows. Let v, e and e′ be the right son, right edge, and left edge of u, respectively.
Let  be the di3erence between the initiation time of stream se and stream se′ . We
require that de=. After se has played for d(se; v) time units, clients of sv start
to bu3er se′ . Then, se merges with se′ at the time when se has played d(se; v) + de
time units.
The full cost of a BMT is the sum of the durations over all edges, and the partial
cost is the full cost minus the durations of the edges on the leftmost path. A BMT for
a given sequence is said to be optimal if its full cost is smallest among all possible
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trees. By construction, a BMT de0nes a merging schedule with the same full cost and
partial cost.
3.2. Rectilinear embedding
BMT are better understood when they are embedded on a grid. Such an embedding
facilitates the design and analysis of our algorithm. Details are as follows. Let T be
any BMT, and let D(T ) denote the following “rectilinear drawing” of T :
• Every left (resp. right) edge e of T is represented by a horizontal (resp. vertical)
line with length equal to the duration associated with e.
• Every node u of T is represented by a point with its left edge and right edge laid,
respectively, on its left and below.
See Fig. 3(b) for an example. Notice that the 0rst stream of T is represented by a
contiguous horizontal line at the top. D(T ) can be constructed recursively starting from
the root. Due to the length requirement, edges in D(T ) may cross each other. We say
that D(T ) is planar if no two edges (lines) share a point that does not represent a
node of T .
Let G be a grid in which rows and columns are numbered 0; 1; 2; : : : from top
to bottom and left to right, respectively. G is “distorted” in such a way that every
horizontal grid arc is of length 1 +  and every vertical grid arc is of length . The
grid point on row r and column c is referred to as [r; c]. We generalize the notation
[r′; c′] to allow r′ and c′ being real numbers so as to represent a non-grid point. For
any two points x; y on the same row, the notation &h(x; y) denotes the length of the
horizontal grid line between x and y. For example, &h([10; 0]; [10; 2:5])=2:5(1 + ).
Suppose we superimpose D(T ) on G such that the top-leftmost leaf (i.e., the leaf
associated with the 0rst stream) is put at the grid point [0; 0]. See Fig. 4 for an
example. By de0nition, the length of every vertical (right) edge in D(T ) is a multiple
of ; thus, every node of D(T ) must lie on a horizontal grid line. The next lemma
further shows that every leaf resides in a speci0c grid point. However, this may not
be true for internal nodes.
Lemma 1. With respect to the above way of superimposing D(T ) on G, a leaf as-
sociated with a stream initiated t time units after the 4rst stream is at grid point
[t; t].
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Fig. 4. Suppose =1. The rectilinear drawing in Fig. 3(b) is embedded on a grid in which a horizontal grid
arc has length 1 + =2 and a vertical grid arc has length =1.
Proof. Let u1; u2; : : : ; um be the leaves of T in the order of their initiation time. For
each uj, let sj and tj be the associated stream and the initiation time. Without loss of
generality, we assume t1=0. We prove Lemma 1 by an induction on these leaves. For
the base case, the leaf u1 is put at grid point [0; 0] by construction.
Suppose the lemma is true for all leaves u1; : : : ; ui−1. We prove the case for ui as
follows. Along the path from ui to the root, we denote w as the 0rst node that is the
right son of another node v, i.e., v represents the merging of si with another stream
si′ for some i′¡i, which is associated with leaf ui′ . By induction hypothesis, ui′ is on
row ti′ . By construction, ui′ and v lie on the same row, and ui and w lie on the same
row. The edge (v; w) is represented by a vertical line of length  (ti− ti′). Thus, w and
ui lie on row (ti′ + (ti − ti′))= ti.
When si merges with si′ , si has played d(si; v)=d(si; w) +  (ti − ti′) time units,
and si′ has played d(si′ ; v) time units. Thus, ti′ + d(si′ ; v)= ti + d(si; w) +  (ti − ti′),
or equivalently, d(si′ ; v)− d(si; w)=(1 + ) (ti − ti′). Let + be the point [ti; ti′ ], which
is on the same row as ui. To show ui lies on column ti, we prove that &h(+; ui)=
(1 + )(ti − ti′). By construction, &h(+; ui) + &h(ui; w)=&h(ui′ ; v). Thus, &h(+; ui)=
&h(ui′ ; v) − &h(ui; w)=d(si′ ; v) − d(si; w)=(1 + ) (ti − ti′). In conclusion, ui lies at
the grid point [ti; ti].
We say that a BMT T is G-embeddable, or simply embeddable, if every node
of D(T ), except possibly the root, lies at a grid point when we superimpose T on
G. Following the above discussion, we can have a simple condition for T to be G-
embeddable.
Fact 2. T is G-embeddable if and only if the length of every horizontal edge in D(T ),
or equivalently, the duration associated with every left edge in T , is a multiple of
1 +  (note that the edge adjacent to the root is excluded).
Below, we show that an optimal BMT always satis0es the edge length property and
thus is embeddable (see Lemma 4). In Section 4, we will give an on-line algorithm
whose schedule is represented by an embeddable BMT and show that the cost of this
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embeddable BMT is at most three times of any embeddable BMT, including those
BMT representing the optimal schedule.
3.3. Optimal schedules
Notice that BMT cannot represent all possible schedules. Yet in this section we show
that under the assumption that the request sequence is compact, any optimal schedule
can be represented by a binary merge tree that is embeddable.
First of all, we reveal two important properties induced by the above assumption.
Roughly speaking, it means that an optimal schedule for a compact request sequence
will merge all streams into one and each merging is binary in nature, i.e., no two
streams merge with the same stream at the same time. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the 0rst stream is initiated at time 0. Recall that K= min{; ‘=(1 + )}.
Lemma 3. For any compact request sequence I , there is an optimal schedule O for
I such that (i) every stream except the 4rst stream merges with another stream at
or before time (1 + )K ; and (ii) no two streams merge with another stream at the
same time.
Proof. Statement (i). Let s1 denote the 0rst stream. Suppose on the contrary that
there exists a stream s2 other than s1 such that either s2 merges with some stream
after time (1 + )K or s2 runs till the end without ever merging with any stream.
Notice that if clients of s2 start bu3ering s1 at or before (1+ )K − s1s2 , where s1s2
denotes the di3erence between the initiation time of s1 and s2, s2 can merge with s1
at or before (1 + )K and the duration of s2 can be shortened. Since O is optimal,
the duration of each stream cannot be shortened. In other words, there exists a time
to¿(1+)K−s1s2 such that either (a) s2 is initiated at to, or (b) there exists another
stream s3 merging with s2 at to. If case (b) holds, clients of s3, by de0nition, start
bu3ering s2 at to−s2s3 . Then either (a) s3 is initiated at to−s2s3 or (b) there exists
another stream s4 merging with s3 at to − s2s3 .
Repeating the above argument as long as case (b) holds, we can eventually unveil a
sequence of merging events involving m¿1 streams s1; s2; : : : ; sm such that sm is initiated
at time to−
∑m−1
i=2 sisi+1¿(1+)K −s1s2 −
∑m−1
i=2 sisi+1¿(1+)K −K=K . This
contradicts that I is compact.
Statement (ii). Suppose on the contrary that with respect to O, two streams s2 and
s3 merge with an earlier stream s1 at time t. We assume that s1, s2 and s3 are initiated
respectively at t1, t2, and t3, where t1¡t2¡t3. By de0nition, clients of s2 and s3 start
bu3ering s1 at time t− (t2−t1) and t− (t3−t1), respectively. Both s2 and s3 terminate
at t.
We modify O to give another schedule O′ in which s3 merges with s2, followed
by s2 with s1. At time t −  (t3 − t1), clients of s3 start bu3ering s2, and s3 merges
with s2 at t −  (t3 − t1) +  (t3 − t2)= t −  (t2 − t1). Then clients of s2 start bu3ering
s1, and s2 merges with s1 at t −  (t2 − t1) +  (t2 − t1)= t. Note that s3 terminates at
t −  (t2 − t1)¡t, while s2 terminates at t. Therefore, the full cost of O′ is less than
that of O and a contradiction occurs.
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Given a schedule that satis0es the two properties stated in Lemma 3, we can construct
the corresponding binary merge tree recursively starting from the last merging; the
resulting tree has the same full cost and partial cost. Therefore, by Lemma 3, any
optimal schedule for a compact request sequence can be represented by a binary merge
tree. In other words, for any compact request sequence, the optimal schedule and the
optimal binary merge tree have the same cost.
Next, we show that an optimal binary merge tree is G-embeddable. By Fact 2, it
suJces to show that the duration of every left edge in the tree, except possibly the
one adjacent to the root, is a multiple of (1 + ).
Lemma 4. Let T be an optimal binary merge tree for a compact request sequence.
For any internal node u of T , except possibly the root, (i) u has two sons; and (ii)
the left edge e of u is associated with a duration (i.e., de) of (1 + )j time units for
some integer j.
Proof. Statement (i). Suppose on the contrary that there is an internal node u other
than the root which has only one son. By de0nition, u must have a left son, say v,
and u is the right son of its parent, say w. Let e and e′ be the left edge of u and
w, respectively. Notice that se runs for d(se; u) time units and then clients of se start
bu3ering se′ . We can modify T so that clients of se start bu3ering se′ after se runs for
d(se; v)¡d(se; u) time units. The full cost of the resulting tree is less than that of T ,
contradicting the optimality of T .
Statement (ii). Denote v as the left son of u, and denote e and se as the edge (u; v)
and its associated stream, respectively. Below we show that d(se; u) is a multiple of
(1 + ). Then d(se; v) and thus de=d(se; u)− d(se; v) is also a multiple of (1 + ).
Let u1; u2; : : : ; um be the nodes along the rightmost path in the subtree rooted at u,
i.e., u1=u and each ui is the right son of ui−1. By Statement (i), m¿1 and um must
be a leaf. Let si be the stream associated with the left edge of ui, for 16i¡m, and let
sm be the stream associated with the leaf um. Let ti be the initiation time of si. When
s2 merges with s1, s2 has played d(s2; u1)=d(s2; u2) +  (t2 − t1) time units and s1 has
played d(s1; u1) time units. Thus, we have t1 + d(s1; u1)= t2 + d(s2; u2) +  (t2 − t1),
or equivalently, d(s1; u1)=d(s2; u2) + (1 + )(t2 − t1). Similarly, for 16i¡m, we have
d(si; ui)=d(si+1; ui+1)+(1+)(ti+1− ti): Notice that d(sm; um)=0 because um is a leaf.
Summing up all the equalities for 16i¡m, we have d(s1; u1)=d(sm; um)+(1+)(tm−
t1)=(1 + )(tm − t1).
In conclusion, for any compact request sequence I , an optimal schedule can be
represented by an embeddable BMT.
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4. The on-line algorithm
4.1. Framework
A crucial issue in designing on-line algorithms is to estimate the cost of the optimal
solutions. In this paper, we show how to estimate the cost of the optimal schedules
for all compact request sequences using one embeddable binary merge tree (EBMT),
called a complete EBMT. This EBMT when restricted to any compact request sequence
I gives a reasonable and attainable estimate of the cost of the optimal EBMT for I .
A complete EBMT T is any planar EBMT whose leaves comprise all grid points
[0; 0]; : : : ; [K; K] along the diagonal of the grid G. See Fig. 5(a) for an example. Below
we show a simple way to make use of a given complete EBMT T to derive an on-line
algorithm AT for scheduling stream merging. For any compact request sequence I , AT
gives a schedule whose corresponding EBMT, denoted by AT (I), has a smaller or the
same partial cost as T when restricted to I (see Lemma 5). In Section 5, we construct
a particular complete EBMT T such that the partial cost of T when restricted to any
I is at most three times that of the optimal EBMT for I . This implies that AT is
3-competitive with respect to compact request sequences.
4.2. The on-line algorithm
Let T be a given complete EBMT. Based on T , we derive an on-line algorithm AT
for scheduling any compact request sequence as follows.
Recall that ‘ is the length of a full stream. When the 0rst request arrives (at time 0),
AT initiates a stream for this request and this stream will not merge with any stream.
Fig. 5. (a) A complete EBMT T on the grid G, (b) AT (I6), where I6 contains six requests arriving at time
0, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 9, and (c) AT (I7), where I7 contains the requests in I6 and a new request arriving at time
10. Note that a7 and b7 are at grid points [8; 10] and [9; 10], respectively.
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Fig. 6. (a) T . (b) T‖I , where I is a compact request sequence containing seven requests arriving at time 0,
2, 3, 6, 7, 9, and 10.
I.e., the initial EBMT de0ned by AT contains only two nodes on the grid G: a leaf at
the top leftmost corner [0; 0] and the root at the point with length ‘ from [0; 0]. These
two nodes are connected by a horizontal grid line of length ‘.
When the ith request arrives, say, at time ti, it is assigned a dedicated stream im-
mediately. Let Ii−1 denote the previous i − 1 requests and let Ii denote Ii−1 plus the
ith request. To determine which stream the ith stream should merge with, we augment
the current EBMT, i.e., AT (Ii−1), to include a new path for the leaf at [ti; ti], resulting
a new EBMT AT (Ii). Let ti−1 be the arrival time of the (i − 1)st request. We locate
in T the least common ancestor ai of the leaves at [ti; ti] and [ti−1; ti−1] and add into
AT (Ii−1) the following path for [ti; ti].
Suppose ai resides in [ri; ci]. The new grid path, denoted by 0i, comprises a horizontal
edge from the leaf at [ti; ti] to a new node at [ti; ci], and a vertical edge from [ti; ci]
up to the lowest grid point bi where a horizontal edge e of the current EBMT is
encountered. See Figs. 5(b) and (c) for an example. Intuitively, this path means that
after the ith stream runs for (1 + )(ci − ti) time units, its clients start bu3ering from
the stream associated with e. After another (t′− ti) time units, where t′ is the row bi
lies, the ith stream merges with the stream associated with e.
To analyze the performance ofAT , we need to formalize the notion of tree restriction,
which is de0ned with reference to the embedding of T on the grid G. We de0ne
the restriction of an EBMT T to a compact request sequence I , denoted by T‖I , to
be a tree on the grid G containing all the leaves associated with the requests in I , as
well as all the edges and nodes along every path of T from a leaf in I to the root.
See Fig. 6(a) and (b) for an example. Note that T‖I is unique for any given I and
may not be a BMT.
The next lemma gives an upper bound of the partial cost of AT (I) for any compact
request sequence I . It also reveals that T‖I is bounded below by AT (I), i.e., for any
point x on T‖I , AT (I) contains x or a point below it. Recall that p(AT (I)) denotes
the partial cost of AT (I). Let p(T‖I ) be the total length of all the grid arcs in T‖I
except those on the top row of the grid G.
Lemma 5. For any complete EBMT T and compact request sequence I , (i) p(AT (I))
6p(T‖I ); and (ii) T‖I is bounded below by AT (I).
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Proof. Suppose I has k requests. We use induction to prove that for all 16i6k, (i)
p(AT (Ii))6p(T‖Ii); and (ii) T‖Ii is bounded below by AT (Ii). When i=1, these two
statements are true. Suppose Statements (i) and (ii) are true for the 0rst i−1 requests.
We prove the case for i as follows.
Recall that 0i, ai, and bi are de0ned in the above discussion. Furthermore, for any
points x and y in T , we denote by 0T (x; y) the path between x and y in T . For any
path 0, we denote by |0| the length of 0.
To prove Statement (i), we 0rst observe that T‖Ii comprises T‖Ii−1 and the path
0T ([ti; ti]; ai). Let rT be the root of T . Since T is a planar EBMT, the 0rst point where
the path 0T ([ti; ti]; ai) intersects T‖Ii−1 must be on the path 0T ([ti−1; ti−1]; rT ), i.e., at
the node ai. In other words, edges in 0T ([ti; ti]; ai) and T‖Ii−1 correspond to disjoint
lines on G, and p(T‖Ii)=p(T‖Ii−1 ) + |0T ([ti; ti]; ai)|.
By construction, AT (Ii) comprises AT (Ii−1) and 0i, thus, p(AT (Ii))=p(AT (Ii−1))
+ |0i|. By induction hypothesis, p(AT (Ii−1))6p(T‖Ii−1 ). Note that 0i is the shortest
rectilinear line joining [ti; ti] and bi. Since T‖Ii−1 is bounded below by AT (Ii−1), bi
is equal to ai or below ai, and |0i|6|0T ([ti; ti]; ai)|. Thus, p(AT (Ii))6p(T‖Ii−1 ) +
|0T ([ti; ti]; ai)|=p(T‖Ii), and Statement (i) follows. To prove Statement (ii), observe
that 0T ([ti; ti]; ai) is bounded below by 0i, and hence T‖Ii is bounded below by AT (Ii).
5. A good complete EBMT
In this section we describe a complete EBMT T such that p(T‖I )63p(ZI ) for
any compact request sequence I , where ZI denotes the optimal EBMT for I . Together
with Lemma 5, we have p(AT(I))6p(T‖I )63p(ZI ).
Before we give the details of T, we observe that ZI lies on a particular region of G.
Recall that K= min{; ‘=(1+)}. Let G0 be the subgrid of G bounded between row 0
and row K , and between column 0 and column K . We say that G0 is a (K+1)× (K+1)
grid. By Lemma 3(i), we know that with respect to ZI , every stream except the 0rst
one merges with an earlier stream at or before time (1 + )K . This implies that the
0rst stream of ZI corresponds to a horizontal grid line of length ‘ starting from [0; 0]
and the lines for all the other streams lie on G0.
To construct T, we 0rst construct a subtree To lying on G0 as follows. Let g(n)=
	((1+)=(1+2))n
+1. The root of To is at the grid point [0; K] of G0. All the K+1
grid points along the diagonal are the leaves of To. If To has only one leaf, we are
done. If To has at least two leaves, it has two subtrees. The left subtree has its root at
[0; g(K)− 1] and it contains the top g(K) leaves along the diagonal. The right subtree
has its root at [g(K); K] and it contains the rest K+1−g(K) leaves. These two subtrees
are then constructed recursively, and their roots are connected to the root of To by a
horizontal grid line with K+1−g(K) grid arcs and a vertical grid line with g(K) grid
arcs. The EBMT T is obtained from extending To by a horizontal line connecting the
point [0; K] and the point with length ‘ from [0; 0]. See Fig. 7 for an example.
In the rest of this section, we show that p(T‖I )63p(ZI ). The key idea is
to transform ZI into another tree YI that is a subtree of T containing all the leaves
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Fig. 7. The EBMT T (assuming =1). The shaded region is the grid G0 which is of size 12× 12. To is
the subtree of T rooted at [0; 11]
of I . This transformation is conservative in replacing the edges of ZI so as to ensure
that p(YI )63p(ZI ), where p(YI ) is the total length of all grid arcs in YI except those
at the top row of G. On the other hand, note that YI contains all the grid arcs in T‖I
and thus p(T‖I )6p(YI ). We conclude that p(T‖I )6p(YI )63p(ZI ).
5.1. The recursive transformation
In this section we describe a procedure called TRANSFORM that transforms ZI into a
tree YI , which uses grid arcs of T only and whose set of leaves containing I . In the
next section we prove that p(YI )63p(ZI ).
Let Z0 be the part of ZI on G0. We add to Z0 a node at the top rightmost corner
of G0 (if it is not already there), which becomes the root of Z0. From Lemma 4(i),
we conclude that all internal nodes, except possibly the root, of Z0 have two sons.
Procedure TRANSFORM transforms Z0 into a tree Y0 with the same root. The tree YI
is obtained from extending Y0 by adding a horizontal line connecting the roots of Y0
and ZI .
Procedure TRANSFORM is recursive in nature; it takes two parameters: a grid and a
tree. Initially, the grid is G0 and the tree is Z0. To explain the 0rst step of TRANSFORM,
we consider the rectangle R whose top rightmost corner is at [0; K] and bottom left-
most corner is at [g(K); g(K) − 1]. According to the way T is constructed, T does
not cross R, i.e., there is no path in T entering R at a certain boundary grid point
of R, going through at least one of its interior grid arcs, and leaving R at a dis-
tinct boundary grid point. See Fig. 8(a) for an example. Thus, if Z0 crosses R, the
transformation process must remove the corresponding grid arcs within R. Details are
as follows.
If Z0 contains a path crossing R from the bottom boundary of R, we augment Z0 to
include all the grid arcs on the bottom and right boundaries of R, except the bottom
leftmost grid arc of R. Similarly, if Z0 contains a path crossing R from the left bound-
ary of R, we include grid arcs on the left and top boundaries of R, except the left
bottommost grid arc of R. Note that all newly added arcs are in T. Afterwards, we
remove all grid arcs of Z0 that are within R. See Fig. 8(b) for an example. Note that
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Fig. 8. (a) T, the rectangle R has top rightmost corner at [0; 11] and bottom leftmost corner at [8; 7]; (b)
Z0, the grid arcs of Z0 within R should be removed and those on the boundaries should be included; and
(c) Z ′0, the 8× 8 grid G1 and the 4× 4 grid G2.
new intersections of grid arcs are probably introduced and new nodes will be created
at these points.
Consider the g(K)× g(K) grid G1 with top rightmost corner at [0; g(K) − 1] and
the (K + 1− g(K))× (K + 1− g(K)) grid G2 with top rightmost corner at [g(K); K].
See Fig. 8(c) for an example. Notice that Z0 lies in G1 ∪G2 ∪R and the above step
removes all arcs of Z0 −T in R. Those arcs of Z0 −T in G1 and G2 are removed
recursively as follows. Let Z ′0 denote the new tree formed after the above step. Below,
we explain how to handle the part of Z ′0 on G1. Observe that all paths in Z
′
0 starting
from the leaves on G1 to the root of Z ′0 exit G1 through its top rightmost corner. If
this corner is not a node of Z ′0, we add a node there. Then, the part of Z
′
0 on G1 forms
a tree Z1 that is on G1 with the root at the top rightmost corner of G1. If G1 is of size
at least 3× 3 and Z1 contains at least a leaf, we recursively call Procedure TRANSFORM
on G1 and Z1 to transform Z1 to a tree Y1 that uses only grid arcs of T and retains
the corresponding leaves. We handle the part of Z ′0 on G2 similarly, and let Y2 be the
resulting tree. Then, Y1 and Y2, together with the tree edges of Z ′0 on the boundaries
of R, forms Y0.
5.2. Analysis of the recursive transformation
Let p(Y0) and p(Z0) be, respectively, the total length of lines in Y0 and Z0 except
those on the top row of G0. Note that p(Y0)=p(YI ) and p(Z0)=p(ZI ). In this section
we prove that p(Y0)63p(Z0) and thus p(YI )=p(Y0)63p(Z0)=3p(ZI ).
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Let Ea and Er be the set of grid arcs added and removed by calling TRANSFORM on
the grid G0 and the tree Z0. For any set of grid arcs E, we denote by |E| the total
length of grid arcs in E. A crucial step in our analysis is to show that |Ea|63|Er|.
Note that it suJces to show that in each recursive step (excluding the recursive calls),
the total length of grid arcs added is at most three times the total length of grid arcs
removed. Since the analysis is the same for every recursive step, we only consider the
0rst step of Procedure TRANSFORM, in which the grid arcs in Z0 within R are removed,
where R is the rectangle in G0 whose top rightmost and bottom leftmost corners are at
[0; K] and at [g(K); g(K)− 1], respectively. Let Ea and Er denote the set of grid arcs
removed and added in this particular step, respectively. To prove |Ea|63|Er|, we need
the following lemma.
Lemma 6. If Z0 crosses R, Z0 contains a path crossing R vertically or horizontally,
i.e., the path passes through a single column or a single row of R.
Proof. Suppose Z0 has a path 0 from a leaf to the root that crosses R. The path 0
leaves R through either the right boundary or the top boundary. If 0 leaves R through
the right boundary, say on row i, 0 or another path in Z0 must go through R horizontally
on row i. Otherwise, there exists a grid arc on row i not involved in Z0; we assume
the rightmost such grid arc occurs between the grid points [i; x] and [i; x + 1]. Note
that [i; x+1] corresponds to a node with at most one son. However, from Lemma 4(i),
we conclude that all internal nodes, except possibly the root, of Z0 have two sons.
A contradiction occurs. If 0 leaves R through the top boundary, say on column j, a
similar argument can show that 0 or another path in Z0 must go through R vertically
on column j. Therefore, the lemma follows.
If Z0 does not cross R, no grid arcs are added or removed and obviously |Ea|63
|Er|. Otherwise, we consider two cases, depending on whether Z0 has a path crossing R
vertically or horizontally. Recall that R has g(K)+ 1 rows and K +2− g(K) columns.
Let h(K) and w(K) denote the length of the right and top boundaries of R, respectively.
That is, h(K)=g(K) and w(K)=(1 + )(K + 1− g(K)).
Lemma 7. If Z0 contains a path crossing R vertically, then |Er|¿h(K) and |Ea| −
|Er|6h(K) + w(K) − 1 − 2. If Z0 contains a path crossing R horizontally, then
|Er|¿w(K) and |Ea| − |Er|6h(K) + w(K)− 1− 2.
Proof. We only prove the 0rst scenario, and the second one can be proved symmet-
rically. Let Htop and Hin be the sets of horizontal grid arcs in Z0 that are on the
top boundary of R and inside R, respectively. Besides the horizontal grid arcs, Z0 has
at least one whole column of grid arcs inside R (see Lemma 6). Thus, |Er|¿h(K) +
|Hin|¿h(K). To estimate |Ea| − |Er|, we consider two cases.
Suppose Z0 has no path crossing R from the left boundary. Procedure TRANSFORM only
expands Z0 to include the bottom and right boundaries. Excluding the bottom leftmost
grid arc of R, we have |Ea|6h(K) + w(K)− 1− . Thus, |Ea| − |Er|6w(K)− 1− .
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Suppose Z0 has a path crossing R from some grid point x on the left boundary of R.
Procedure TRANSFORM will expand Z0 to include all four boundaries, excluding the two
grid arcs adjacent to the bottom leftmost corner. Note that the total length of these two
grid arcs is 1 + 2 and the length of the newly added grid arcs that are on the top
boundary is w(K)−|Htop|. Thus, |Ea|62h(K)+w(K)+(w(K)−|Htop|)−1−2. Consider
the path 0 from x to the root of Z0. Obviously, the total length of horizontal grid arcs
in 0 is at least w(K), and is at most |Htop|+ |Hin|. This implies w(K)6|Htop|+ |Hin|,
or equivalently, w(K) − |Htop| − |Hin|60. Therefore, |Ea| − |Er|62h(K) + w(K) +
(w(K)− |Htop|)− 1− 2− (h(K) + |Hin|)6h(K) + w(K)− 1− 2.
In both cases, |Ea| − |Er|6h(K) + w(K)− 1− 2. The lemma follows.
The following technical lemma gives the relationships between h(K) and w(K).
Lemma 8. (i) h(K)¿w(K)− 1− ; and (ii) w(K)¿h(K)− .
Proof. Recall that g(K)=	(1 + )K=(1 + 2)
 + 1, h(K)=g(K) and w(K)=
(1 + )(K + 1− g(K)). Then we have
h(K)¿ (1 + )K=(1 + 2)
¿ (1 + )(K=(1 + 2) − 1)
= (1 + )(K − 	(1 + )K=(1 + 2)
 − 1)
= w(K)− 1− :
On the other hand, we have
w(K) = (1 + )(K + 1− 	(1 + )K=(1 + 2)
 − 1)
= (1 + )(K − (1 + )K=(1 + 2))
¿ (1 + )K=(1 + 2)
¿ h(K)− :
Therefore, the lemma follows.
Together with Lemma 7, we have |Ea| − |Er|62|Er|, i.e., |Ea|63|Er|. Therefore, we
have |Ea|63|Er|. We further prove that p(Y0) is at most three times p(Z0).
Lemma 9. p(Y0)63p(Z0).
Proof. Note that Ea and Er are disjoint, and thus |Y0|= |Z0| + |Ea| − |Er|. Since all
the grid arcs on the top boundary of G0 are in Z0 and Y0, we have p(Z0)= |Z0| − x
and p(Y0)= |Y0| − x, where x is the length of the top boundary of G0. Therefore,
p(Y0)=p(Z0)+ |Ea|− |Er|. Since we only remove the grid arcs in Z0 and all grid arcs
on the top boundary of G0 are not removed, |Er|6p(Z0). Therefore, p(Y0)6p(Z0) +
2|Er|63p(Z0).
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By the above discussion, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Given any compact request sequence I , we have p(AT(I))63p(ZI ).
Proof. By Lemma 5, we have p(AT(I))6p(T‖I ). Recall that p(T‖I )6p(YI ). By
Lemma 9, we have p(YI )=p(Y0)63p(Z0)=3p(ZI ). Therefore, we have p(AT(I))6
3p(ZI ) and the theorem follows.
6. General request sequences
In this section, we show how to generalize AT to handle an arbitrary request se-
quence J . Then, by adapting the analysis of Bar-Noy and Ladner [4], we prove that
the generalized algorithm is 5-competitive.
We can use AT to process an arbitrary request sequence J as follows. As requests
of J arrive, we divide them into groups as follows. When a request arrives within
K= min{; ‘=(1 + )} time units from the 0rst request of the current group, we insert
it to this group, initiate a new stream for it, and use AT to determine how this stream
merges with another stream in the group. Otherwise, we start a new group and initiate a
full stream for this request. E3ectively, we divide J into maximal and non-overlapping
compact request sequences C1; C2; : : : and use AT to 0nd a schedule for each Ci. The
schedule for J , AT(J ), is just the union of these schedules. Below we show that this
generalized AT is 5-competitive.
Recall that for any schedule S, f(S) denotes the full cost of S. Consider any optimal
schedule OPTJ for serving arbitrary request sequence J . The following lemma derives
a lower bound on f(OPTJ ).
Lemma 11. Suppose J can be divided into m maximal and non-overlapping compact
request sequences. Then f(OPTJ )¿m(‘ − K).
Proof. Suppose J is divided into maximal and non-overlapping compact request se-
quences C1; C2; : : : ; Cm. For 16i6m, let qi be the 0rst request in Ci, and let Li be the
set of streams serving requests in C1 ∪ C2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ci−1 ∪ {qi}. It suJces to prove that
for 16i6m, there are at least i streams in Li that run for at least ‘ − K time units.
Since the 0rst request of J is in C1 and it must be served by a full stream, the
lemma is true for L1. Suppose the lemma is true for Li−1. Let s be the last stream
in Li, i.e., the one serving qi. If there is a stream in Li −Li−1 − {s} that runs for at
least ‘−K time units, then the lemma is true for Li. Otherwise, we argue that s runs
for at least ‘ − K time units as follows.
Suppose s is initiated at time t. Note that all streams initiated before s (i.e., those
in Li −{s}) would have terminated at time t + ‘−K − 1 because (1) we suppose all
streams in Li −Li−1 − {s} runs for no more than ‘ − K − 1 time units, and (2) all
streams in Li−1 are initiated before time t − K − 1 (otherwise, the sequence obtained
by inserting qi to Ci−1 is still compact). Therefore, to view the last K + 1 units of
video, clients of s can only get data from s or the bu3er. Since at time t + ‘−K − 1,
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clients of s have at most min{; (‘ − K − 1)=}6K units of video in the bu3er, they
must get some data from s after time t + ‘ − K − 1. This implies s runs for at least
‘ − K time units.
Now, we prove that AT is 5-competitive.
Theorem 12. For any request sequence J , f(AT(J ))65f(OPTJ ).
Proof. Suppose J can be divided into m maximal and non-overlapping compact re-
quest sequences C1; C2; : : : ; Cm. For 16i6m, let OPTCi be the optimal schedule for
serving Ci. From Theorem 10, we have p(AT(Ci))63p(OPTCi). Below, we show
that
∑
16i6m f(OPTCi)6f(OPTJ ) + m‘ and thus we have
f(AT(J )) =
∑
16i6m
(‘ + p(AT(Ci)))
6m‘ + 3
∑
16i6m
(f(OPTCi)− ‘)6m‘ + 3f(OPT J ):
Lemma 11 suggests m6f(OPTJ )=(‘−K) and thus f(AT(J ))6f(OPTJ )(‘=(‘−K)+
3). Since K= min{; ‘=(1 + )} and ¿1, we have ‘=(‘ − K)62 and the theorem
follows.
It remains to prove the inequality
∑
16i6m f(OPTCi)6f(OPT I ) + m‘. Let si be
the stream that serves the 0rst request in Ci. We modify OPTJ to a new schedule
O as follows. We extend every si to a full stream, and then for any stream serving
some request in Ci, if it merges with a stream initiated earlier than si, then we make it
merge with si; the duration of this stream is shortened. Thus, f(O)6f(OPTJ ) +m‘.
Notice that O is the union of m schedules, each for one Ci. Since OPTCi is the
optimal schedule for Ci, we have
∑
16i6m f(OPTCi)6f(O). As a result, we have∑
16i6m f(OPTCi)6f(OPTJ ) + m‘.
7. Remarks
In this paper we study the on-line stream merging problem in a VOD system so as
to minimize the total server bandwidth. We give a 5-competitive on-line algorithm for
stream merging in the general setting. Recently, Co3man et al. [9] proposed the dyadic
algorithm for the restricted setting where =1 and =‘=2 and showed an almost
tight upper bound on the average total bandwidth requirement when the inputs follow
the Poisson Distribution. We observe some similarities between the dyadic algorithm
and our algorithm, and we conjecture that the dyadic algorithm also has a constant
competitive ratio for the restricted setting.
Both the dyadic algorithm and our algorithm focus on minimizing the total bandwidth
used by the system. Another metric that worths consideration is the maximum server
bandwidth over time. Very recently, Bar-Noy et al. [3] have evaluated empirically
the performance of several on-line algorithms with respect to this metric; there is no
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competitive analysis though. An open question is to 0nd an O(1)-competitive on-line
algorithm with respect to the maximum server bandwidth over time.
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